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ONIKUMA ST02 Headphone Stand Black
Headphones are an important item for gamers, so it's worth taking care of them so that they last as long as possible - for this purpose a
dedicated stand such as ONIKUMA ST-2, which not only provides security and stability, but also has a number of additional advantages,
will be great. The first is the non-slip surface on the bottom of the stand, which prevents the stand from sliding on the table. The second
advantage is  the three USB2.0 ports  located in  the stand's  base,  which support  data transfer  and charging.  In  addition,  the ONIKUMA
ST-2 is a great gadget because when plugged in, it  smoothly shimmers in RGB colors or glows in a single color - you choose how you
want your desk to look!
 
Stability and safety 
The strong and stable design of the ONIKUMA ST-2 stand ensures that the headphones will stand securely on the table, without risking
accidental falls or damage. In turn, thanks to the non-slip surface on the bottom of the stand, you can be sure that the stand will stay in
place even during intense vibrations or. ONIKUMA ST-2 is a very practical accessory. 
 
USB ports
Not only does this stand keep your headphones secure and stable, but with its three USB ports2.0 allows you to plug additional devices
into it, for example, to charge them. You no longer need to look for an additional electrical outlet when you want to charge your phone's
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battery - with the ONIKUMA ST-2 cradle, you can simply plug your phone into it and have it at your fingertips. What's more, this cradle
also has a 3.5mm jack socket.
 
Feria of colors 
ONIKUMA ST-2 is not only a practical accessory, but also a stylish gadget that will match a glowing keyboard or mouse to further enhance
your gaming experience. The stand has two lighting modes - smooth color change from the RGB scale or single color lighting. On one of
the sides of the stand there is a button for changing modes. 
 
Package contents 
Stand 
Manual
	Brand
	ONIKUMA
	Model 
	ST-2
	Connector
	USB2.0
	Audio input
	3.5mm
	Cable length 
	1.5m
	LED power supply; 
	DCV±5%
	Current 
	

Price:

Before: € 22.4967

Now: € 21.50
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